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The motion state of quadruped robot in operation changes constantly. Due to the drift caused by the accumulative error,

the function of inertial measurement unit (IMU) will be limited.  Even though multi-sensor fusion technology is adopted, the

quadruped robot will lose its ability to respond to state changes after a while because the gain tends to be constant. To

solve this problem, this paper proposes a Strong Tracking Mixed-degree Cubature Kalman Filter (STMCKF) method.

According to system characteristics of the quadruped robot, this method makes fusion estimation of forward kinematics

and IMU track. The combination mode of Traditional Strong Tracking CKF (TSTCKF) and strong tracking is improved

through demonstration. A new method for calculating fading factor matrix is proposed, which reduces sampling times from

three to one, saving 66% of calculation time. At the same time, the state estimation accuracy is improved from third-

degree accuracy of Taylor series expansion to fifth-degree accuracy. The proposed algorithm can automatically switch the

working mode according to real-time supervision of the motion state and greatly improve the state estimation performance

of quadruped robot system, exhibiting strong robustness and excellent real-time performance.
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1. Introduction

A legged robot has broad application prospects owing to its strong ability to pass through complex ground without

continuous support. To let a quadruped robot gain strong autonomous motion capability, the state estimation of a

quadruped robot is a challenge, that is, the robot needs to accurately estimate its state information (position, velocity,

attitude) before performing each action, and only in this way can the right decisions be made for the next motion. The

inertial measurement unit (IMU) can calculate the state information through the built-in accelerometer and gyroscope,

which has been used in almost all mobile robots due to its advantages of good concealment, high short-term accuracy

and less susceptibility to environmental interference. However, a long-term use of IMU will cause accumulated error,

leading to a drift of calculation results. Some errors are unavoidable in IMU of various levels, which need to be addressed

by additional correction measures. Multi-sensor fusion technology offers a solution to this problem. There are mainly two

commonly used methods. One is to add additional sensors, such as GPS, camera, which relies on specific external

references. However, the information accuracy is prone to environmental interference and the newly added sensors have

high requirements for communication and computing equipment, resulting in increased cost and poor reliability. The other

method, which does not need additional sensors, is to redevelop the application potential of the system’s own sensors

and acquire state information using a forward kinematics solution. This method does not lead to increased cost or

accumulated errors, nor require additional communication and computing equipment support, so the implementation is

easy. The internal sensor has a low short-term accuracy although it is not affected by the environment. A reasonable idea

is to integrate it with IMU to give play to their advantages while abandoning the disadvantages of the two. The fusion

effect is mainly determined by a fusion algorithm. Therefore, research on fusion algorithm carries great significance for the

development of quadruped robots.

A quadruped robot is basically a non-linear system. The fusion algorithm commonly used in engineering for non-linear

systems is extended Kalman filter (EKF) . As it is based on classical Kalman and obtained by solving a Jacobian matrix

from an equation of state and observation equation, the principle is simple, easy to understand and easy to realize. EKF

also requires calculation of Jacobian matrix, and it is only applicable to weakly nonlinear systems. Moreover, its accuracy

is merely equal to first-degree accuracy of Taylor expansion. However, the excellent real-time performance makes it

widely used in various non-linear systems including quadruped robots. The unscented Kalman filter (UKF) , particle filter

(PF)  and cubature kalman filter (CKF)  represent other types of common non-linear filters with common characteristics.

Their common feature is that they all use sampling points to approximately approach non-linear equations. Generally

speaking, a larger number of sampling points means better fitness with the non-linear function, and also means higher

estimation accuracy. However, the calculation amount of the algorithm is mainly determined by the number of sampling

points. Improving accuracy and increasing real-time performance mean a set of contradictory propositions, so these three
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algorithms have higher accuracy and calculation amount than EKF. There are no uniform UKF sampling strategies and

many parameters need to be adjusted manually, so algorithm performance is mainly determined by prior knowledge. PF

utilizes a large number of sampling particles in exchange for high estimation accuracy, but its tremendous calculation

amount makes it difficult to meet the requirements of online use. CKF is essentially a UKF with a unified sampling

strategy, so it has a calculation amount basically comparable to UKF, and can reach third-degree truncation accuracy of

Taylor series expansion. Because of its strict mathematical derivation, according to the third-degree spherical diameter

volume rule, 2n volume points with the same weight of 1/2n are sampled on the hypersphere surface with variance; for

instance, the number is 18 points for a quadruped robot system with a 9-dimensional state equation. It guarantees that the

covariance matrix is always a positive definite matrix while avoiding the divergence problem caused by non-positive

definiteness of the covariance matrix, so the numerical stability is higher compared to UKF. Gupta D et al.  pointed out

that CKF has better filtering accuracy than UKF with three-dimensional systems and above. To further improve the

accuracy, higher-degree versions such as fifth-degree CKF  and seventh-degree CKF  have been proposed

successively. Although an arbitrary degree CKF is possible in theory, the number of sampling points is required to

increase gradually with the continuous improvement of estimation accuracy. The fifth-degree CKF requires 2n2+1 volume

points, and the 9-dimensional system requires 163 volume points. The seventh-degree CKF requires n3+9n2+14n+6

volume points, and the 9-dimensional system requires 1590 volume points. It can be seen that although higher degree

CKF allows higher estimation accuracy, the number of volume points increases rapidly with the increase of degree.

Moreover, CKF of each degree inherits shortcomings of KF and depends more on the initial value. The symmetry and

non-negative definiteness of the covariance matrix can sometimes undermine the estimation effect and easily lead to filter

divergence. To ensure the symmetry and non-negative definiteness of the covariance matrix and effectively avoid the

problem of filter divergence, a square root volume Kalman filter (SRCKF)  directly performs recursive updating in the

form of square root of the covariance matrix during the filtering process, which can effectively improve numerical stability

of filter. To further reduce calculation complexity and achieve higher calculation efficiency, Cui et al.  proposed a state of

charge (SOC) estimation algorithm based on SRCKF. SRCKF approximates the average of the state variables by

calculating 2n points with the same weight according to the cubic transformation. After these points are propagated by the

non-linear function, the mean value and variance can reach the third-degree accuracy of the real value of the non-linear

function. SRCKF directly propagates and updates the square root of the covariance matrix in the form of Cholesky

decomposition, which guarantees the non-negative property of the covariance matrix and avoids the divergence of the

filter. Wang et al.  proposed SSRCKF by adopting the simplest phase-diameter sampling rule. Compared with the

traditional volumetric sampling method, it demonstrates simpler calculation and higher accuracy. Liu et al.  proposed a

interacting multiple model fifth-degree spherical simplex-radial cubature Kalman filter (IMM5thSSRCKF) by integrating the

interacting multiple model (IMM) filter with the fifth-degree spherical simplex-radial cubature Kalman filter (5thSSRCKF).

Wang et al.  proposed a mixed-degree spherical simple-x-radial cubature Kalman filter (MSSRCKF), and analyzed its

accuracy. Simulations results showed that the algorithm can achieve performance improvement of fifth-degree SSRCKF

and has higher accuracy under less computational burden. The MSSRCKF collects 2n+3 volume points based on the

third-degree surface integrals and fifth-degree radial integrals, which requires only three more volume points than the

standard CKF, but achieves an accuracy approaching to the fifth-degree CKF . In the 9-dimensional system, only 21

volume points are required, which saves 142 points for each volume point sampling compared to the fifth-degree CKF.

Although it is also reasonable to combine the fifth-degree spherical integral and the third-degree radial integral,

n2+3n+2 volume points are required, which means, 110 volume points are required in a 9-dimensional system. Hence,

MSSRCKF is more suitable for a quadruped robot system.

A quadruped robot is also a time-varying system, whose motion state often changes suddenly. The state equation

established based on quadruped robot inertial navigation system is often a highly non-linear high-dimensional time-

varying system. To obtain state information accurately in the presence of frequently changed motion state, the filter

demands strong robustness and fast convergence speed. Strong tracking  is a method that is very suitable for

combined use with other filters to improve robust performance of the original filter. Since its inception, it has been

incorporated with EKF, known as the strong tracking extended Kalman filter (STEKF) . By introducing fading factor into

the state prediction covariance matrix, it adjusts the gain matrix online in real time, and forces the filtering residual

sequences to remain mutually orthogonal. In this way, STF can still keep track of the system state when the system model

is uncertain, which effectively solves the problems of poor robustness and filtering divergence of EKF under uncertainties.

Feng et al. combined strong tracking filtering (STF)  with the seventh-degree SSRCKF to obtain higher accuracy.

Huang et al.  combined strong tracking theory with CKF to solve the problem of spacecraft attitude estimation, but the

algorithm demands three times of volume point sampling calculations. Hua et al.  proposed the strong tracking spherical

simplex-radial CKF (STSSRCKF) algorithm to deal with sudden changes of the target state. However, the shortcoming is

that the single fading factor was used and three times of volume p oint sampling calculations were still required. Zhao et

al. proposed the adaptive robust square-root CKF (ARSCKF) algorithm by combining strong tracking theory with SRCKF,
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However, due to the lack of rigorous derivation and proof to truly satisfy the orthogonality of novelty sequences, it was

also necessary to carry out the calculation of cubic volume point sampling. Such traditional strong tracking CKF (TSTCKF)

requires three volume point samplings for each filtering . Zhang et al.  discussed the calculation method and addition

of the location of the fading factor in detail and then proposed the normal strong tracking CKF (NSTCKF) and fast strong

tracking CKF (FSTCKF). However the shortcoming is that both algorithms only adopted a single fading factor and the

calculation of Jacobian matrix was still required. Although FSTCKF requires only two volume point samplings,

compensation is unnecessary for observation prediction. It can be seen that these previous methods combined with

strong tracking are basically based on SFEKF combination, and EKF does not need sampling point calculation, but UKF

and CKF and some improved algorithms require sampling point calculation, which makes sampling times increase from

two to three for each filtering process, which significantly increases the calculation amount and thereby hider the

application of quadruped robots. In order to solve the problem in the above analyses, a Strong Tracking Mixed-degree

Cubature Kalman Filter algorithm is proposed. According to the structural characteristics of the quadruped robot, the

forward kinematics dead reckoning of the robot is obtained in real time through the linear displacement sensor, and the

results of the forward kinematics dead reckoning with the IMU are filtered through the fusion of STMCKF, and then fusion

results are used to correct the IMU. Through demonstrating correct combination of strong tracking and CKF-type

algorithms, the calculation method of fading factor matrix is improved, and sampling times per filter of TSTCKF is reduced

from three to one. Since no additional external sensors are added, external environmental interference is avoided. In this

way, the quadruped robot system using this algorithm can significantly improve state estimation accuracy, real-time

performance and robustness without increasing research and development costs. The improved STMCKF has fifth-

degree accuracy, strong robustness and good real-time performance, which only needs one sampling point calculation.

2. Numerical Experiments

Figure 1. Screenshot of walking experiment of quadruped robot prototype.

Figure 1 is a video screenshot of a quadruped robot walking with STMCKF. It can be seen from the figure that when a pair

of diagonal legs are in stable supporting posture, the robot mass center will move forward and the whole process is

stable. The correctness and validity of the STMCKF proposed in this paper are proved again by experiments.

                                                   (a)                                                 (b)
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Figure 2. Comparison of state estimation between EKF and STMCKF of a quadruped robot.

In Figure 2, the red full line represents STMCKF estimation, and green dash line represents EKF estimation. According to

Figure 2, it can be seen that it takes about 4s for the robot to start up and complete initialization, which is consistent with

the actual situation. After resetting each foot, the sudden change of the position and velocity of the robot body in all

directions will occur, STMCKF and EKF both respond to the sudden change of the robot's motion state, indicating high

sensitivity of the two. However, from the estimation curve, it can be seen that STMCKF converges more rapidly than EKF,

and the response amplitude of STMCKF is significantly smaller than EKF, indicating that STMCKF has a strong resistance

effect to sudden change of motion state. These results prove that STMCKF is better than EKF in coping with the sudden

change of motion state. In Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (b), the time-varying curves of the robot's north and east position are

depicted. It can be seen that the solid line representing STMCKF presents a regular change with time, indicating that the

STMCKF estimation results are accurate. The state switching during 21s ~ 22s and 56s ~ 58s is smooth and fast, which

shows that STMCKF has a strong tracking ability to the motion state and the application of STMCKF can effectively

improve the accuracy and stability of positioning and navigation.

As shown in Figure. 2 (a) and Figure. 2 (b), the dotted line representing EKF responds to the sudden change at 4s and

shows a trend of convergence although it does not fully converge until 21s. As the robot moves forward, the original

convergence trend of EKF becomes the divergence trend and then the robot moves rhythmically, so that the motion state

will constantly change and the divergence trend of EKF will no more converge. In Figure 2 (c) and Figure 2 (d), the time-

varying curves of the robot's forward and side velocity are depicted. Figure 2 (c) shows that STMCKF converges rapidly in

0.05s after responding to the sudden change of forward speed caused by robot start-up, while EKF converges

successfully in 2s. And it can be seen that the robot stops walking after 57s. The forward velocity of the robot returns to

zero, but the lateral speed changes within a very small range in Figure 2 (d). That is to say, the robot swings slightly

independently to maintain the balance. Instead of swinging back and forth, the robot swings laterally to maintain the

balance, which is in line with our bionic design. Since the robot cannot completely calm down after walking, the change of

its velocity is notified to the robot control center via STMCKF. Finally, the control center decides to shift 2.2mm eastward

to keep balance. It can be seen from Figure 2 (d) that after the robot moves 2.2mm eastward, its lateral velocity basically

returns to zero. This shows the role of STMCKF in adjusting the motion state of the robot.

When the walking velocity of the robot is accelerating from zero to the expected velocity of 1m/s, the estimated results of

EKF show a obvious divergent trend, and the amplitude is very large. The estimation velocity of EKF is much higher than

the expected velocity, with negative velocity even occurred, which is obviously incorrect. Furthermore, it can be seen from

the local enlarged figure of 40s ~ 45s that the curve of EKF's forward velocity estimation is sharp, indicating

the velocity often changes abruptly, which is very unfavorable for the control of the quadruped robot. Using such a state

estimator will make the track of the foot end of the robot become not so smooth, increasing the wear of various

components and reducing the service life. The velocity estimation curve plotted by STMCKF shows a regular periodic

sawtooth wave, and the peak value of velocity is very close to 1m/s. This may be because the ground on which the robot

walks is made of smooth tile, so the slipping phenomenon occurred, which reduced the walking efficiency.

For systems where equation of state is non-linear, TSTCKF requires three volume point calculations for each filtering, but

STMCKF only needs one volume point calculation for each filtering. The accuracy of STMCKF is several times higher

than that of EKF while the time consumption of STMCKF is only 37% longer than that of EKF. For the sudden change of

robot motion state, STMCKF can also make accurate judgment, effective suppression and strong tracking. To sum up,

STMCKF is very suitable for the quadruped robot system whose motion state changes constantly. Using the STMCKF

algorithm, the state estimation accuracy of quadruped robots can be effectively improved without increasing the R&D cost.

Moreover, the proposed algorithm has good robustness and real-time performance, making the sensor on the robot



achieve the maximum use benefit. Meanwhile, since there is no limitation to the number of feet, STMCKF is suitable for all

legged robots, which has great application value for improving the motion performance of  legged robot and for

enhancing the accuracy of navigation and positioning.
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